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1

INTRODUCTION

Online data visualizations are present widely on the Web, allowing
experts and non-experts alike to explore and analyze data both
simple and complex. They assist people in extracting information
efectively and efciently, taking advantage of the ability of the
human mind to recognize and interpret visual patterns [57].
However, the visual nature of data visualizations inherently disenfranchises screen-reader users, who may not be able to see or
recognize visual patterns [52, 57]. We defne “screen-reader users,”
following prior work [69], as people who utilize a screen reader (e.g.,
JAWS [68], NVDA [2], or VoiceOver [44]) to read the contents of a
computer screen. They might have conditions including complete
or partial blindness, low vision, learning disabilities (such as alexia),
motion sensitivity, or vestibular hypersensitivity.
Due to the inaccessibility of data visualizations, screen-reader
users commonly cannot access them at all. Even when the data
visualization includes basic accessibility functions (e.g., alternative
text or a data table), screen-reader users still spend 211% more time
interacting with online data visualizations and answer questions
about the data in the visualizations 61% less accurately, compared
to non-screen-reader users [69]. Screen-reader users rely on the creators of visualizations to provide adequate alternative text, which is
often incomplete. Additionally, they have to remember and process
more information mentally than is often humanly feasible [74],
such as when seeking the maximum or minimum value in a chart.
Prior work has studied the experiences of screen-reader users with
online data visualizations and highlighted the challenges they face,
the information they seek, and the techniques and strategies that
could make online data visualizations more accessible [69]. Building
on this work, it is our aim to realize a novel interactive solution to
enable screen-reader users to efciently interact with online data
visualizations.
To this end, we created an open-source JavaScript plug-in called
“VoxLens,” following an iterative design process [1]. VoxLens provides screen-reader users with a multi-modal solution that supports
three modes of interaction: (1) Question-and-Answer mode, where
the user verbally interacts with the visualizations on their own; (2)
Summary mode, where VoxLens describes the summary of the information contained in the visualization; and (3) Sonifcation mode,
where VoxLens maps the data in the visualization to a musical
scale, enabling listeners to interpret the data trend. (Existing sonifcation tools are either proprietary [39] or written in a programming
language other than JavaScript [5], making them unintegratable
with popular JavaScript visualization libraries; VoxLens’ sonifcation feature is open-source, integratable with other libraries, and

customizable.) Additionally, VoxLens reduces the burden on visualization creators in applying accessibility features to their data
visualizations, requiring inserting only a single line of JavaScript
code during visualization creation. Furthermore, VoxLens enables
screen-reader users to explore the data as per their individual preferences, without relying on the visualization creators and without
having to process data in their minds. VoxLens is the frst system to:
(1) enable screen-reader users to interact with online data visualizations using voice-activated commands; and (2) ofer a multi-modal
solution using three diferent modes of interaction.
To assess the performance of VoxLens, we conducted controlled
task-based experiments with 21 screen-reader users. Specifcally,
we analyzed the accuracy of extracted information and interaction
time with online data visualizations. Our results show that with
VoxLens, compared to without it, screen-reader users improved
their accuracy of extracting information by 122% and reduced their
overall interaction time by 36%. Additionally, we conducted followup semi-structured interviews with six participants, fnding that
VoxLens is a positive step forward in making online data visualizations accessible, interactive dialogue is one of the ‘top’ features,
sonifcation helps in ‘visualizing’ data, and data summary is a good
starting point. Furthermore, we assessed the perceived workload
of VoxLens using the NASA-TLX questionnaire [38], showing that
VoxLens leaves users feeling successful in their performance and
demands low physical efort.
The main contributions of our work are as follows:
(1) VoxLens, an interactive JavaScript plug-in that improves
the accessibility of online data visualizations for screenreader users. VoxLens ofers a multi-modal solution, enabling screen-reader users to explore online data visualizations, both holistically and in a drilled-down manner, using
voice-activated commands. We present its design and architecture, functionality, commands, and operations. Additionally, we open-source our implementation at
https://github.com/athersharif/voxlens.
(2) Results from formative and summative studies with screenreader users evaluating the performance of VoxLens. With
VoxLens, screen-reader users signifcantly improved their interaction performance compared to their conventional interaction with online data visualizations. Specifcally, VoxLens
increased their accuracy of extracting information by 122%
and decreased their interaction time by 36% compared to not
using VoxLens.

2

RELATED WORK

We review the previous research on the experiences of screen-reader
users with online data visualizations and the systems designed to
improve the accessibility of data visualizations for screen-reader
users. Additionally, we review existing JavaScript libraries used to
create online visualizations, and tools that generate audio graphs.

2.1

Experiences of Screen-Reader Users with
Online Data Visualizations

Understanding the experiences and needs of users is paramount
in the development of tools and systems [8, 40]. Several prior
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research eforts have conducted interviews with blind and lowvision (BLV) users to understand their experiences with technology
[7, 43, 67, 69, 82]. Most recently, Zhang et al. [82] conducted interviews with 12 BLV users, reporting four major challenges of current emoji entry methods: (1) the entry process is time-consuming;
(2) the results from these methods are inconsistent with the expectations of users; (3) there is a lack of support for discovering
new emojis; and (4) there is a lack of support for fnding the right
emojis. They utilized these fndings to develop Voicemoji, a speechbased emoji entry system that enables BLV users to input emojis.
Schaadhardt et al. [67] conducted contextual interviews with 12
blind users, identifying key accessibility problems with 2-D digital artboards, such as Microsoft PowerPoint and Adobe Illustrator.
Similarly, Sharif et al. [69] conducted contextual interviews with
9 screen-reader users, highlighting the inequities screen-reader
users face when interacting with online data visualizations. They
reported the challenges screen-reader users face, the information
they seek, and the techniques and strategies they prefer to make online data visualizations more accessible. We rely upon the fndings
from Sharif et al. [69] to design VoxLens, an interactive JavaScript
plug-in that improves the accessibility of online data visualizations,
deriving motivation from Marriott et al.’s [57] call-to-action for
creating inclusive data visualizations for people with disabilities.

2.2

Accessibility of Online Data Visualizations

Prior research eforts have explored several techniques to make data
visualizations more accessible to BLV users, including automatically
generating alternative text for visualization elements [48, 59, 70],
sonifcation [3, 5, 16, 27, 39, 58, 83], haptic graphs [33, 76, 81], 3-D
printing [15, 43, 71], and trend categorization [47]. For example,
Sharif et al. [70] developed evoGraphs, a jQuery plug-in to create
accessible graphs by automatically generating alternative text. Similarly, Kim et al. [47] created a framework that uses multimodal
deep learning to generate summarization text from image-based
line graphs. Zhao et al. [83] developed iSonic, which assists BLV
users in exploring georeferenced data through non-textual sounds
and speech output. They conducted in-depth studies with seven
blind users, fnding that iSonic enabled blind users to fnd facts
and discover trends in georeferenced data. Yu et al. [81] developed
a system to create haptic graphs, evaluating their system using
an experiment employing both blind and sighted people, fnding
that haptic interfaces are useful in providing the information contained in a graph to blind computer users. Hurst et al. [43] worked
with six individuals with low or limited vision and developed VizTouch, software that leverages afordable 3-D printing to rapidly
and automatically generate tangible visualizations.
Although these approaches are plausible solutions for improving
the accessibility of visualizations for screen-reader users, at least
one of the following is true for all of them: (1) they require additional
equipment or devices; (2) they are not practical for spontaneous
everyday web browsing; (3) they do not ofer a multi-modal solution;
and (4) they do not explore the varying preferences of visualization
interaction among screen-reader users. In contrast, VoxLens does
not need any additional equipment, is designed for spontaneous
everyday web browsing, and ofers a multi-modal solution catering
to the individual needs and abilities of screen-reader users.

2.3

Existing JavaScript Data Visualization
Libraries

Several JavaScript data visualization libraries exist that enable visualization creators to make visualizations for the Web. We classifed
these visualization libraries into two categories based on accessibility features: (1) libraries that rely on developers to append appropriate alternative text (e.g., D3 and ChartJS); and (2) libraries that
automatically provide screen-reader users with built-in features for
data access (e.g., Google Charts).
Bostock et al. [11] developed D3—a powerful visualization library
that uses web standards to generate graphs. D3 uses Scalable Vector
Graphics (SVG) [22] to create such visualizations, relying on the developers to provide adequate alternative text for screen-reader users
to comprehend the information contained in the visualizations.
Google Charts [23] is a visualization tool widely used to create
graphs. An important underlying accessibility feature of Google
Charts is the presence of a visually hidden tabular representation
of data. While this approach allows screen-reader users to access
the raw data, extracting information is a cumbersome task. Furthermore, tabular representations of data introduce excessive user
workloads, as screen-reader users have to sequentially go through
each data point. The workload is further exacerbated as data cardinality increases, forcing screen-reader users to memorize each
data point to extract even the most fundamental information such
as minimum or maximum values.
In contrast to these approaches, VoxLens introduces an alternate
way for screen-reader users to obtain their desired information
without relying on visualization creators, and without mentally
computing complex information through memorization of data.

2.4

Audio Graphs

Prior work has developed sonifcation tools to enable screen-reader
users to explore data trends and patterns in online data visualizations [3, 5, 39, 58, 83]. McGookin et al. [58] developed SoundBar,
a system that allows blind users to gain a quick overview of bar
graphs using musical tones. Highcharts [39], a proprietary commercial charting tool, ofers data sonifcation as an add-on. Apple Audio
Graphs [5] is an API for Apple application developers to construct
an audible representation of the data in charts and graphs, giving
BLV users access to valuable data insights. Similarly, Ahmetovic et
al. [3] developed a web app that supports blind people in exploring
graphs of mathematical functions using sonifcation.
At least one of the following is true for all of the aforementioned
systems: (1) they are proprietary and cannot be used outside of
their respective products [39]; (2) they are standalone hardware
or software applications [3]; (3) they require installation of extra
hardware or software [58]; or (4) they are incompatible with existing
JavaScript libraries [5]. VoxLens provides sonifcation as a separate
open-source library (independent from the VoxLens library) that is
customizable and integratable with any JavaScript library or code.

3

DESIGN OF VOXLENS

We present the design and implementation of VoxLens, an opensource JavaScript plug-in that improves the accessibility of online
data visualizations. We created VoxLens using a user-centered iterative design process, building on fndings and recommendations from
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prior work [69]. Specifcally, our goal was to provide screen-reader
users with a comprehensive means of extracting information from
online data visualizations, both holistically and in a drilled-down
fashion. Holistic exploration involves overall trend, extremum, and
labels and ranges for each axis, whereas drilled-down interaction
involves examining individual data points [69]. We named our tool
VoxLens, combining “vox,” meaning “voice” in Latin, and “lens,”
since it provides a way for screen-reader users to explore, examine,
and extract information from online data visualizations. Currently,
VoxLens only supports two-dimensional single-series data.

3.1

Interaction Modes

Following the recommendations from prior work [69], our goal
was to enable screen-reader users to gain a holistic overview of the
data as well as to perform drilled-down explorations. Therefore,
we explored three modes of interaction: (1) Question-and-Answer
mode, where the user verbally interacts with the visualizations;
(2) Summary mode, where VoxLens verbally ofers a summary of
the information contained in the visualization; and (3) Sonifcation
mode, where VoxLens maps the data in the visualization to a musical scale, enabling listeners to interpret possible data trends or
patterns. We iteratively built the features for these modes seeking
feedback from screen-reader users through our Wizard-of-Oz studies. VoxLens channels all voice outputs through the user’s local
screen reader, providing screen-reader users with a familiar and
comfortable experience. These three modes of interaction can be
activated by pressing their respective keyboard shortcuts (Table 1).
3.1.1 Wizard-of-Oz Studies. Our goal was to gather feedback and
identify areas of improvement for the VoxLens features. Therefore,
we conducted a Wizard-of-Oz study [21, 35] with fve screen-reader
users (see Appendix B, Table 7). (For clarity, we prefx the codes for
participants in our Wizard-of-Oz studies with “W.”) We used the
fndings from the studies to inform design decisions when iteratively building VoxLens. In our studies, we, the “wizards,” simulated
the auditory responses from a hypothetical screen reader.

Figure 2: Sample visualization showing price by car brands.
Participants interacted with all of the aforementioned VoxLens
modes and were briefy interviewed in a semi-structured manner
with open prompts at the end of each of their interactions. Specifically, we asked them to identify the features that they liked and
the areas of improvement for each mode. We qualitatively analyzed

the data collected from the Wizard-of-Oz studies. We provide our
fndings from the Wizard-of-Oz studies for each VoxLens mode in
its respective section, below.
3.1.2 Qestion-and-Answer Mode. In Question-and-Answer mode,
screen-reader users can extract information from data visualizations by asking questions verbally using their microphone. We used
the Web Speech API [60] and the P5 Speech library [24] for speech
input, removing the need for any additional software or hardware
installation by the user. Through manual testing, we found the P5
Speech library to perform quite well in recognizing speech from
diferent accents, pronunciations, and background noise levels. After getting the text from the speech, we used an approximate string
matching algorithm from Hall and Dowling [36] to recognize the
commands. Additionally, we verifed VoxLens’ command recognition efectiveness through manual testing, using prior work’s [73]
data set on natural language utterances for visualizations.
Our Wizard-of-Oz studies revealed that participants liked clear
instructions and responses, integration with the user’s screen reader,
and the ability to query by specifc terminologies. They specifed
that having an interactive tutorial to become familiar with the tool,
a help menu to determine which commands are supported, and
the ability to include the user’s query in the response as key areas
of improvement. Therefore, after recognizing the commands and
processing their respective responses, VoxLens delivers a single
combined response to the user via their screen readers. This approach enables screen-reader users to get a response to multiple
commands as one single response. Additionally, we also added each
query as feedback in the response (Figure 1). For example, if the
user said, “what is the maximum?”, the response was, “I heard you
ask about the maximum. The maximum is...” If a command was
not recognized, the response was, “I heard you say [user input].
Command not recognized. Please try again.”
Screen-reader users are also able to get a list of supported commands by asking for the commands list. For example, the user can
ask, “What are the supported commands?” to hear all of the commands that VoxLens supports. The list of supported commands,
along with their aliases, are presented in Table 2.
3.1.3 Summary Mode. Our Wizard-of-Oz studies, in line with the
fndings from prior work [69], revealed that participants liked the
efciency and the preliminary exploration of the data. They suggested the information be personalized based on the preferences
of each user, but by default, it should only expose the minimum
amount of information that a user would need to decide if they
want to delve further into the data exploration. To delve further,
they commonly seek the title, axis labels and ranges, maximum
and minimum data points, and the average in online data visualizations. (The title and axis labels are required confguration options
for VoxLens, discussed further in section 3.2.2 below. Axis ranges,
maximum and minimum data points, and average are computed by
VoxLens.) At the same time, screen-reader users preferred concisely
stated information. Therefore, the goal for VoxLens’s Summary
mode was to generate the summary only as a means to providing
the foundational holistic information about the visualization, and
not as a replacement for the visualization itself. We used the “language of graphics” [10] through a pre-defned sentence template,
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Keyboard Shortcuts
Question-and-Answer Mode

Modifier Keys + A / Modifier Keys + 1

Summary Mode

Modifier Keys + S / Modifier Keys + 2

Sonifcation Mode

Modifier Keys + M / Modifier Keys + 3

Repeat Instructions

Modifier Keys + I / Modifier Keys + 4

Table 1: Keyboard shortcuts for VoxLens’ interaction modes and preliminary commands. Modifier Keys for Windows and
MacOS were Control+Shift and Option, respectively.

Information Type

Command

Aliases

Extremum

Maximum

Highest

Minimum

Lowest

Axis Labels

-

Ranges

-

Mean

Average

Median

-

Mode

-

Variance

-

Standard Deviation

-

Sum

Total

[x-axis label] value

[x-axis label] data

Commands

Instructions

-

Directions, Help

Axis Labels and Ranges
Statistics

Individual Data Point
Help

Table 2: Voice-activated commands for VoxLens’ Question-and-Answer mode.

identifed as Level 1 by Lundgard et al. [55], to decide the sentence
structure. Our sentence template was:

the minimum data point is $20,000 belonging
to Kia. The average is $60,000.

Graph with title: [title]. The X-axis is
[x-axis title]. The Y-axis is [y-axis title]
and ranges from [range minimum] to [range
maximum]. The maximum data point is [maximum
y-axis value] belonging to [corresponding
x-axis value], and the minimum data point
is [minimum y-axis value] belonging to
[corresponding x-axis value]. The average
is [average].

As noted in prior work [55, 69], the preference for information
varies from one individual to another. Therefore, future work can
explore personalization options to generate a summarized response
that caters to the individual needs of screen-reader users.
Additionally, VoxLens, at present, does not provide information
about the overall trend through the Summary mode. Such information may be useful for screen-reader users in navigating line
graphs [47, 48]. Therefore, work is underway to incorporate trend
information in the summarized response generated for line graphs,
utilizing the fndings from prior work [47, 48].

For example, here is a generated summary of a data visualization
depicting the prices of various car brands (Figure 2):
Graph with title: Price by Car Brands. The
X-axis is car brands. The Y-axis is price and
ranges from $0 to $300,000. The maximum data
point is $290,000 belonging to Ferrari, and

3.1.4 Sonification Mode. For Sonifcation mode, our Wizard-of-Oz
participants liked the ability to preliminarily explore the data trend.
As improvements, participants suggested the ability to identify key
information, such as the maximum and the minimum data points.
Therefore, VoxLens’s sonifcation mode presents screen-reader
users with a sonifed response (also known as an “audio graph”
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[72]) mapping the data in the visualization to a musical scale. A
sonifed response enables the listeners to interpret the data trend
or pattern and gain a big-picture perspective of the data that is
not necessarily achievable otherwise [66]. To generate the sonifed
response, we utilized Tone.js [56], a JavaScript library that ofers
a wide variety of customizable options to produce musical notes.
Our goal was to enable the listeners to directionally distinguish
between data points and to interpret the overall data trend.
Varying tonal frequency is more efective at representing trends
than varying amplitude [26, 42]. Therefore, we mapped each data
point to a frequency within the range of 130 and 650 Hz based
on its magnitude. For example, for the minimum data point the
frequency was 130 Hz, for the maximum data point it was 650Hz,
and the intermediate data points were assigned values linearly inbetween, similar to prior work [19, 61]. Additionally, similar to
design choices made by Ohshiro et al. [61], we used the sound of a
sawtooth wave to indicate value changes along the x-axis. These
approaches enabled us to distinctively diferentiate between data
values directionally, especially values that were only minimally different from each other. We chose this range based on the frequency
range of the human voice [6, 58, 75], and by trying several combinations ourselves, fnding a setting that was comfortable for human
ears. We provide examples of sonifed responses in our paper’s
supplementary materials. Our open-source sonifcation library is
available at https://github.com/athersharif/sonifer.
In our work, we used the three common chart types (bar, scatter,
and line) [65], following prior work [69]. All of these chart types use
a traditional Cartesian coordinate system. Therefore, VoxLens’s
sonifed response is best applicable to graphs represented using a
Cartesian plane. Future work can study sonifcation responses for
graphs that do not employ a Cartesian plane to represent data (e.g.,
polar plots, pie charts, etc.).

3.2

Usage and Integration

3.2.1 Screen-Reader User. A pain point for screen-reader users
when interacting with online data visualizations is that most visualization elements are undiscoverable and incomprehensible by
screen readers. In building VoxLens, we ensured that the visualization elements were recognizable and describable by screen readers.
Hence, as the very frst step, when the screen reader encounters a
visualization created with VoxLens, the following is read to users:
Bar graph with title: [title]. To listen
to instructions on how to interact with the
graph, press Control + Shift + I or Control +
Shift + 4. Key combinations must be pressed
all together and in order.
The modifer keys (Control + Shift on Windows, and Option
on MacOS) and command keys were selected to not interfere with
the dedicated key combinations of the screen reader, the Google
Chrome browser, and the operating system. Each command was
additionally assigned a numeric activation key, as per suggestions
from our participants.
When a user presses the key combination to listen to the instructions, their screen reader announces the following:
To interact with the graph, press Control +
Shift + A or Control + Shift + 1 all together

and in order. You’ll hear a beep sound, after
which you can ask a question such as, ‘‘what
is the average?’’ or ‘‘what is the maximum
value in the graph?’’ To hear the textual
summary of the graph, press Control + Shift +
S or Control + Shift + 2. To hear the sonified
version of the graph, press Control + Shift
+ M or Control + Shift + 3. To repeat these
instructions, press Control + Shift + I or
Control + Shift + 4. Key combinations must
be pressed all together and in order.
At this stage, screen-reader users can activate question-andanswer mode, listen to the textual summary, play the sonifed version of the data contained in the visualization, or hear the instructions again. Activating the question-and-answer mode plays a beep
sound, after which the user can ask a question in a free-form manner, without following any specifc grammar or sentence structure.
They are also able to ask for multiple pieces of information, in no
particular order. For example, in a visualization containing prices
of cars by car brands, a screen-reader user may ask:
Tell me the mean, maximum, and standard
deviation.
The response from VoxLens would be:
I heard you asking about the mean, maximum,
and standard deviation. The mean is $60,000.
The maximum value of price for car brands is
$290,000 belonging to Ferrari. The standard
deviation is 30,000.
Similarly, users may choose to hear the textual summary or play
the sonifed version, as discussed above.
3.2.2 Visualization Creators. Typically, the accessibility of online
data visualizations relies upon visualization creators and their
knowledge and practice of accessibility standards. When an alternative text description is not provided, the visualization is useless
to screen-reader users. In cases where alternative text is provided,
the quality and quantity of the text is also a developer’s choice,
which may or may not be adequate for screen-reader users. For
example, a common unfortunate practice is to use the title of the
visualization as its alternative text, which helps screen-reader users
in understanding the topic of the visualization but does not help
in understanding the content contained within the visualization.
Therefore, VoxLens is designed to reduce the burden and dependency on developers to make accessible visualizations, keeping the
interaction consistent, independent of the visualization library used.
Additionally, VoxLens is engineered to require only a single line of
code, minimizing any barriers to its adoption (Figure 1).
VoxLens supports the following confguration options: “x” (key
name of the independent variable), “y” (key name of the dependent
variable), “title” (title of the visualization), “xLabel” (label for xaxis), and “yLabel” (label for y-axis). “x,” “y,” and “title” are required
parameters, whereas the “xLabel” and “yLabel” are optional and
default to the key names of “x” and “y,” respectively. VoxLens
allows visualization creators to set the values of these confguration
options, as shown in Figure 1.

VoxLens
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Channeling VoxLens’ Output to Screen
Readers

One of the challenges we faced was to channel the auditory response
from VoxLens to the screen reader of the user. As noted by our
participants during Wizard-of-Oz studies, screen-reader users have
unique preferences for their screen readers, including the voice
and speed of the speech output. Therefore, it was important for
VoxLens to utilize these preferences, providing screen-reader users
with a consistent, familiar, and comfortable experience. To relay the
output from VoxLens to the screen reader, we created a temporary
div element that was only visible to screen readers, positioning it
of-screen, following WebAIM’s recommendations [78].
Then, we added the appropriate Accessible Rich Internet Applications (ARIA) attributes [77] to the temporary element to ensure maximum accessibility. ARIA attributes are a set of attributes
to make web content more accessible to people with disabilities.
Notably, we added the “aria-live” attribute, allowing screen readers to immediately announce the query responses that VoxLens
adds to the temporary element. For MacOS, we had to additionally include the “role” attribute, with its value set to “alert.” This
approach enabled VoxLens to promptly respond to screen-reader
users’ voice-activated commands using their screen readers. After
the response from VoxLens is read by the screen reader, a callback
function removes the temporary element from the HTML tree to
avoid overloading the HTML Document Object Model (DOM).

3.4

Additional Implementation Details

At present, VoxLens only supports two-dimensional data, containing one independent and one dependent variable, as only the interactive experiences of screen-reader users with two-dimensional
data visualizations are well-understood [69]. To support data dimensions greater than two, future work would need to investigate the
interactive experiences of screen-reader users with n-dimensional
data visualizations. VoxLens is customizable and engineered to
support additional modifcations in the future.
VoxLens relies on the Web Speech API [60], and is therefore
only fully functional on browsers with established support for the
API such as Google Chrome. JavaScript was naturally our choice of
programming language for VoxLens, as VoxLens is a plug-in for
JavaScript visualization libraries. Additionally, we used EcmaScript
[37] to take advantage of modern JavaScript features such as destructured assignments, arrow functions, and the spread operator.
We also built a testing tool to test VoxLens on data visualizations,
using the React [45] framework as the user-interface framework
and Node.js [28] as the back-end server—both of which also use
JavaScript as their underlying programming language. Additionally,
we used GraphQL [29] as the API layer for querying and connecting
with our Postgres [34] database, which we used to store data and
participants’ interaction logs.
Creating a tool like VoxLens requires signifcant engineering efort. Our GitHub repository at
https://github.com/athersharif/voxlens has a total of 188
commits and 101,104 lines of developed code, excluding comments.
To support testing VoxLens on various operating systems and
browsers with diferent screen readers, we collected 30 data sets
of varying data points, created their visualizations using Google

Charts, D3, and ChartJS, integrated VoxLens with each of them,
and deployed a testing website on our server. The testing website
was instrumental in ensuring the correct operation of VoxLens
under various confgurations, bypassing the challenges of setting
up a development environment for testers.

3.5

Conficts with Other Plug-ins

To the best of our knowledge, two kinds of conficts are possible
with VoxLens: key combination conficts and ARIA attribute conficts. As mentioned in section 4.2.1, we selected key combinations to
avoid conficts with the dedicated combinations of the screen reader,
the Google Chrome browser, and the operating system. However, it
is possible that some users might have external plug-ins using key
combinations that would confict with those from VoxLens. Future
work could build a centralized confguration management system,
enabling users to specify their own key combinations.
VoxLens modifes the “aria-label” attribute of the visualization container element to describe the interaction instructions for
VoxLens, as mentioned in section 4.2.1. It is possible that another
plug-in may intend to modify the “aria-label” attribute as well, in
which case the execution order of the plug-ins will determine which
plug-in achieves the fnal override. The execution order of the plugins depends on several external factors [63], and is, unfortunately,
a common limitation for any browser plug-in. However, VoxLens
does not afect the “aria-labelledby” attribute, allowing other systems to gracefully override the “aria-label” attribute set by VoxLens,
as this attribute takes precedence over the “aria-label” attribute in
the accessibility tree. Future iterations of VoxLens will attempt
to ensure that VoxLens achieves the last execution order and that
the ARIA labels set by other systems are additionally relayed to
screen-reader users.
It is important to note that VoxLens’s sonifcation library is
supplied independently from the main VoxLens plug-in and does
not follow the same limitations. Our testing did not reveal any
conficts of the sonifcation library with other plug-ins.

4

EVALUATION METHOD

We evaluated the performance of VoxLens using a mixed-methods
approach. Specifcally, we conducted an online mixed-factorial experiment with screen-reader users to assess VoxLens quantitatively.
Additionally, we conducted follow-up interviews with our participants for a qualitative assessment of VoxLens.

4.1

Participants

Our participants (see Appendix A, Table 6) were 22 screen-reader
users, recruited using word-of-mouth, snowball sampling, and email
distribution lists for people with disabilities. Nine participants identifed as women and 13 as men. Their average age was 45.3 years
(SD=16.8). Twenty participants had complete blindness and two
participants had partial blindness; nine participants were blind
since birth, 12 lost vision gradually, and one became blind due to a
brain tumor. The highest level of education attained or in pursuit
was a doctoral degree for two participants, a Master’s degree for
seven participants, a Bachelor’s degree for eight participants, and a
high school diploma for the remaining fve participants. Estimated
computer usage was more than 5 hours per day for 12 participants,
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2-5 hours per day for eight participants, and 1-2 hours per day for
two participants. The average frequency of interacting with online
data visualizations was over two visualizations per day, usually in
the context of news articles, blog posts, and social media.
For the task-based experiment and questionnaire, participants
were compensated with a $20 Amazon gift card for 30-45 minutes
of their time. For the follow-up interview, they were compensated
$10 for 30 minutes of their time. No participant was allowed to
partake in the experiment more than once.

4.2

Apparatus

We conducted our task-based experiment online using a user study
platform that we created with the JavaScript React framework [45].
We tested our platform with screen-reader users and ourselves, both
with and without a screen reader, ensuring maximum and proper
accessibility measures. We deployed the experiment platform as a
website hosted on our own server.
We analyzed the performance of VoxLens comparing the data
collected from our task-based experiments with that from prior
work [69]. To enable a fair comparison to this prior work, we used
the same visualization libraries, visualization data set, question categories, and complexity levels. The visualization libraries (Google
Charts, ChartJS, and D3) were chosen based on the variation in their
underlying implementations as well as their application of accessibility measures. Google Charts utilizes SVG elements to generate
the visualization and appends a tabular representation of the data
for screen-reader users, by default; D3 also makes use of SVG elements but does not provide a tabular representation; ChartJS uses
HTML Canvas to render the visualization as an image and relies
on the developers to add alternative text (“alt-text”) and Accessible
Rich Internet Applications (“ARIA”) attributes [77]. Therefore, each
of these visualization libraries provides a diferent experience for
screen-reader users, as highlighted in prior work [69].
We provide all of the visualizations and data sets used in this
work in this paper’s supplementary materials. Readers can reproduce these visualizations using the supplementary materials in
conjunction with the source code and examples presented in our
open-source GitHub repository. We implemented the visualizations
following the WCAG 2.0 guidelines [17] in combination with the offcial accessibility recommendations from the visualization libraries.
For ChartJS, we added the “role” and “aria-label” attributes to the
“canvas” element. The “role” attribute had the value of “img,” and
the “aria-label” was given the value of the visualization title, as per
the ofcial documentation from ChartJS developers [18]. We did
not perform any accessibility scafolding for Google Charts and
D3 visualizations, as these visualizations rely on a combination of
internal implementations and the features of SVG for accessibility.
Our goal was to replicate an accurate representation of how these
visualizations currently exist on the Web.
Recent prior work [46] has reported that the non-visual questions that users ask from graphs mainly comprise compositional
questions, similar to the fndings from Brehmer and Munzner’s
task topology [14]. Therefore, our question categories comprised
one “Search” action (lookup and locate) and two “Query” actions
(identify and compare), similar to prior work [13]. The categories, in
ascending order of difculty, were: (1) Order Statistics (extremum);

(2) Symmetry Comparison (comparison of data points); and (3) Chart
Type-Specifc Questions (value retrieval for bar charts, trend summary for line charts, and correlation for scatter plots). As in prior
work [69], all questions were multiple-choice questions with four
choices: the correct answer, two incorrect answers, and the option
for “Unable to extract information.” The order of the four choices
was randomized per trial.

4.3

Procedure

The study was conducted online by participants without direct
supervision. The study comprised six stages. The frst stage displayed the study purpose, eligibility criteria, and the statement of
IRB approval. In the second stage, the participants were asked to fll
out a pre-study questionnaire to record their demographic information, screen-reader software, vision-loss level, and diagnosis (see
Appendix A, Table 6). Additionally, participants were asked about
their education level, daily computer usage, and their frequency of
interacting with visualizations.
In the third stage, participants were presented with a step-bystep interactive tutorial to train and familiarize themselves with the
modes, features, and commands that VoxLens ofers. Additionally,
participants were asked questions at each step to validate their
understanding. On average, the tutorial took 12.6 minutes (SD=6.8)
to complete. Upon successful completion of the tutorial, participants
were taken to the fourth stage, which displayed the instructions for
completing the study tasks.
In the ffth stage, each participant was given a total of nine tasks.
For each task, participants were shown three Web pages: Page 1
contained the question to explore, page 2 displayed the question
and visualization, and page 3 presented the question with a set of
four multiple-choice responses. Figure 3 shows the three pages of
an example task. After the completion of the tasks, participants
were asked to fll out the NASA-TLX [38] survey in the last stage.
An entire study session ranged from 30-45 minutes in duration.

4.4

Design & Analysis

The experiment was a 2 × 3 × 3 × 3 mixed-factorial design with the
following factors and levels:
• VoxLens (V X ), between-Ss.: {yes, no}
• Visualization Library (V L), within-Ss.: {ChartJS, D3, Google
Charts}
• Data Complexity (CMP), within-Ss.: {Low, Medium, High}
• Question Difculty (DF ), within-Ss.: {Low, Medium, High}
For the screen-reader users who did not use VoxLens (V X =no),
we used prior work’s data [69] (N =36) as a baseline for comparison.
Our two dependent variables were Accuracy of Extracted Information (AEI) and Interaction Time (IT). We used a dichotomous
representation of AEI (i.e., “inaccurate” or 0 if the user was unable
to answer the question correctly, and “accurate” or 1 otherwise) for
our analysis. We used a mixed logistic regression model [32] with
the above factors, interactions with VoxLens, and a covariate to
control for Age. We also included Subjectr as a random factor to
account for repeated measures. The statistical model was therefore
AEI ← V X +V X ×V L +V X ×CMP +V X ×DF + Aдe + Subjectr . We
did not include factors for V L, CMP, or DF because our research
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interview transcript was coded by three researchers independently,
and disagreements were resolved through mutual discussions. As
suggested by Lombard et al. [51], we calculated inter-rater reliability (IRR) using pairwise percentage agreement together with
Krippendorf’s α [49]. To calculate pairwise percentage agreement,
we calculated the average pairwise agreement among the three rater
pairs across observations. Our pairwise percentage agreement was
94.3%, showing a high agreement between raters. Krippendorf’s α
was calculated using ReCal [31] and found to be 0.81, indicating a
high level of reliability [50].
In addition to conducting follow-up interviews, we administered
the NASA-TLX survey [38] with all participants (N =21) to assess
the perceived workload of VoxLens.

5

RESULTS

We present our experiment results using the Accuracy of Extracted
Information (AEI) and Interaction Time (IT) for screen-reader users
with and without VoxLens. We also present our interview results
and the subjective ratings from the NASA-TLX questionnaire [38].

5.1

Figure 3: Participants were shown three pages for each task.
(a) Page 1 presented the question to explore. (b) Page 2 displayed the same question and a visualization. (c) Page 3
showed the question again with a set of four multiple choice
responses.

questions centered around VoxLens (V X ) and our interest in these
factors only extended to their possible interactions with VoxLens.
For Interaction Time (IT ), we used a linear mixed model [30,
54] with the same model terms as for AEI . IT was calculated as
the total time of the screen reader’s focus on the visualization
element. Participants were tested over three Visualization Library ×
Complexity (V L × CMP) conditions, resulting in 3×3 = 9 trials per
participant. With 21 participants, a total of 21×9 = 189 trials were
produced and analyzed for this study. One participant, who was
unable to complete the tutorial, was excluded from the analysis.

4.5

Qualitative and Subjective Evaluation

To qualitatively assess the performance of VoxLens, we conducted
follow-up interviews with six screen-reader users, randomly selected from our pool of participants who completed the task-based
experiment. Similar to prior work [80], we ceased recruitment of
participants once we reached saturation of insights.
To analyze our interviews, we used thematic analysis [12] guided
by a semantic approach [62]. We used two interviews to develop
an initial set of codes, resulting in a total of 23 open codes. Each

Accuracy of Extracted Information

Our results show a signifcant main efect of VoxLens (VX) on AEI
(χ 2 (1, N =57)=38.16, p<.001, Cramer’s V =.14), with VoxLens users
achieving 75% accuracy (SD = 18.0%) and non-VoxLens users
achieving only 34% accuracy (SD = 20.1%). This diference constituted a 122% improvement due to VoxLens.
By analyzing the VoxLens (VX) × Visualization Library (VL) interaction, we investigated whether changes in AEI were proportional
across visualization libraries for participants in each VoxLens group.
The V X × V L interaction was indeed statistically signifcant (χ 2 (4,
N =57)=82.82, p<.001, Cramer’s V =.20). This result indicates that
AEI signifcantly difered among visualization libraries for participants in each VoxLens group. Figure 4 and Table 3 show AEI
percentages for diferent visualization libraries for each VoxLens
group. Additionally, we report our fndings in Table 4.
Prior work [69] has reported a statistically signifcant diference
between screen-reader users (SRU) and non-screen-reader users
(non-SRU) in terms of AEI , attributing the diference to the inaccessibility of online data visualizations. We conducted a second
analysis, investigating whether AEI was diferent between screenreader users who used VoxLens and non-screen-reader users, to
extract information from online data visualizations. Specifcally, we
investigated the efect of SRU on AEI but did not fnd a statistically
signifcant efect (p ≈ .077). This result itself does not provide evidence in support of VoxLens closing the access gap between the
two user groups; further experimentation is necessary to confrm
or refute this marginal result. In light of VoxLens’s other benefts,
however, this is an encouraging trend.

5.2

Interaction Time

Our preliminary analysis showed that the interaction times were
conditionally non-normal, determined using Anderson-Darling [4]
tests of normality. To achieve normality, we applied logarithmic
transformation prior to analysis, as is common practice for time
measures [9, 41, 53]. For ease of interpretation, plots of interaction
times are shown using the original non-transformed values.
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Figure 4: Accuracy of Extracted Information (AEI ), as a percentage, for screen-reader users without (N =36) and with (N =21)
VoxLens, by (a) Visualization Library, (b) Complexity Level, and (c) Difculty Level. The percentage represents the “accurate”
answers. Therefore, higher is better. Error bars represent mean ± standard deviation.

Without VoxLens

With VoxLens

N

AA

AA (%)

N

AA

AA (%)

324

109

34%

189

141

75%

ChartJS

108

12

11%

63

50

79%

D3

108

18

17%

63

47

75%

Google Charts

108

79

73%

63

44

70%

Low

108

40

37%

63

52

83%

Medium

108

34

31%

63

48

76%

High

108

35

32%

63

41

65%

Low

108

35

32%

63

58

92%

Medium

108

36

33%

63

38

60%

High

108

38

35%

63

45

71%

Overall
Visualization Library (VL)

Complexity Level (CMP)

Difculty Level (DF)

Table 3: Numerical results for the N = 513 questions asked of screen-reader users with and without VoxLens for each level
of Visualization Library, Complexity Level, and Difculty Level. N is the total number of questions asked, AA is the number of
“accurate answers,” and AA(%) is the percentage of “accurate answers.”

VoxLens (VX) had a signifcant main efect on Interaction Time
(IT) (F (4,54)=12.66, p<.05, ηp2 =.19). Specifcally, the average IT for
non-VoxLens users was 84.6 seconds (SD=75.2). For VoxLens users,
it was 54.1 seconds (SD=21.9), 36% lower (faster) than for participants without VoxLens.

The VX × VL and VX × DF interactions were both signifcant
(F (4,444)=33.89, p<.001, ηp2 =.23 and F (444)=14.41, p<.001, ηp2 =.12,
respectively). Figure 5 shows interaction times across diferent
visualization libraries, difculty levels, and complexity levels for
VoxLens group. For VoxLens users, all three visualization libraries

VoxLens
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N

χ2

p

Cramer’s V

V X (VoxLens)

57

38.16

< .001

.14

VX ×VL

57

82.82

< .001

.20

V X × CMP

57

8.90

.064

.07

V X × DF

57

17.95

.001

.09

Aдe

57

3.58

.058

.04

Table 4: Summary results from 57 screen-reader users with (N =21) and without (N =36) VoxLens. “VL” is the visualization
library, “CMP” is data complexity, and “DF” is question difculty. Cramer’s V is a measure of efect size [25]. All results are
statistically signifcant (p < .05) or marginal (.05 ≤ p < .10).

d fn

d fd

F

p

ηp2

V X (VoxLens)

4

54

12.66

.001

.19

VX ×VL

4

444

33.89

< .001

.23

V X × CMP

4

444

1.85

.118

.02

V X × DF

4

444

14.41

< .001

.12

Aдe

4

54

5.03

.029

.09

Table 5: Summary results from 57 screen-reader participants with (N =21) and without (N =36) VoxLens using a linear mixed
model [30, 54]. “VL” is the visualization library, “CMP” is data complexity, and “DF” is question difculty. Partial eta-squared
(ηp2 ) is a measure of efect size [20]. All results are statistically signifcant (p < .05) except V X × CMP.

resulted in almost identical interaction times. Figure 5 portrays
larger variations in interaction times for users who did not use
VoxLens (data used from prior work [69]) compared to VoxLens
users. We attribute these observed diferences to the diferent underlying implementations of the visualization libraries.
We investigated the efects of Age on IT . Age had a signifcant
efect on IT (F (1,54)=5.03, p<.05, ηp2 =.09), indicating that IT difered
signifcantly across the ages of our participants, with participants
aged 50 or older showing higher interaction times by about 7%
compared to participants under the age of 50. Table 8 (Appendix
C) shows the average IT for each age range by VoxLens group.
Additionally, we report our fndings in Table 5.
Similar to our exploration of investigating the efect of screenreader users (SRU ) on AEI , we examined the main efect of SRU
on IT . Our results show that SRU had a signifcant efect on IT
(F (4,54)=48.84, p<.001, ηp2 =.48), with non-screen-reader users performing 99% faster than VoxLens users.

5.3

Interview Results

To assess VoxLens qualitatively, we investigated the overall experiences of our participants with VoxLens, the features they found
helpful, the challenges they faced during the interaction, and the
improvements and future features that could enhance the performance of VoxLens. We identifed fve main results from analyzing

our participants’ feedback about VoxLens: (1) a positive step forward in making online data visualizations accessible, (2) interactive
dialogue is one of the “top” features, (3) sonifcation helps in “visualizing” data, (4) data summary is a good starting point, and (5)
one-size-fts-all is not the optimal solution. We present each of
these in turn.
5.3.1 A Positive Step Forward in Making Online Data Visualizations Accessible. All participants found VoxLens to be an overall
helpful tool to interact with and quickly extract information from
online data visualizations. For example, S1 and S3 expressed their
excitement about VoxLens:
I have never been able to really interact
with graphs before online. So without the
tool, I am not able to have that picture
in my head about what the graph looks
like. I mean, like, especially when looking
up news articles or really any, sort of,
like, social media, there’s a lot of visual
representations and graphs and pictographs
that I don’t have access to so I could see
myself using [VoxLens] a lot. The tool is
really great and definitely a positive step
forward in creating accessible graphs and
data. (S1)
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access a graph and a chart and be able to
parse data from it. (S3)
Participants highlighted that VoxLens contributes to bridging
the access gap between screen-reader- and non-screen-reader users.
As S4 said:
So, as a sighted person looks at a graph
and as they can tell where the peak is or
which one has the most or whatever, we want
to be able to do that quickly as well. And
even if there is a text description under
the graph, and I’ve not seen that very much,
you have to read through everything to find
a certain piece of information that you’re
looking for. [Using VoxLens], I can find
out specific pieces of information without
having to read an entire page of text. (S4)
Additionally, participants identifed that VoxLens enables them
to quickly extract information from online data visualizations. S5
shared his experiences:
Again, you know, [VoxLens] helps you find
data a little bit quicker than navigating
with a screen reader, and it’ll give you a
brief idea of what the data is about before
you start digging deeper into it. (S5)
The fndings from our frst result show that VoxLens contributes
to reducing the access gap for screen-reader users, and is a positive
step forward, enabling screen-reader users to interact with and
explore online data visualizations.
5.3.2 Interactive Dialogue is One of the “Top” Features. Similar to
our frst fnding, all the participants found the question-and-answer
mode of VoxLens a fast and efcient way to extract information
from online data visualizations. S2 considered the question-andanswer mode as one of the key features of VoxLens:
So I believe that one of the really top
features is, kind of, interactive dialogue.
(S2)
Similarly, S1 found the question-and-answer mode a fast and
reliable way to extract information, requiring “a lot less brain power.”
She said:
Figure 5: Interaction Times (IT ), in seconds, for screenreader users without (N =36) and with (N =21) VoxLens by (a)
Visualization Library (V L), (b) Data Complexity Level (CMP),
and (c) Question Difculty Level (DF ). Error bars represent
mean ± standard deviation. Lower is better (faster).

Oh, [VoxLens] was outstanding. It’s
definitely a great way to visualize the
graphs if you can’t see them in the charts.
I mean, it’s just so cool that this is
something that allows a blind person to

I especially liked the part of the tool where
you can ask it a question and it would give
you the information back. I thought it was
brilliant actually. I felt like being able
to ask it a question made everything go a
lot faster and it took a lot less brain power
I think. I felt really confident about the
answers that it was giving back to me. (S1)
S3 noted the broader utility and applicability of the questionand-answer mode:
The voice activation was very, very neat. I’m
sure it could come in handy for a variety of
uses too. I definitely enjoyed that feature.
(S3)
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S5 faced some challenges in activating the right command but
was able to learn the usage of the question-and-answer mode in a
few tries:
You know, sometimes the word was wrong and
I think it says something like, it didn’t
understand, but basically eventually I got
it right. (S5)
Our second fnding indicates that VoxLens’ question-and-answer
mode is a fast, efcient, and reliable way for screen-reader users to
extract information. Additionally, the feedback from the questionand-answer mode assists screen-reader users to resolve the challenges by themselves within a few tries.
5.3.3 Sonification Helps in “Visualizing” Data. Our third result
reveals that our participants found sonifcation helpful in understanding general trends in the data. Specifcally, participants were
able to infer whether an overall trend was increasing or decreasing,
obtaining holistic information about the data. S2 said:
The idea of sonification of the graph
could give a general understanding of the
trends. The way that it could summarize the
charts was really nice too. The sonification
feature was amazing. (S2)
S1, who had never used sonifcation before, expressed her initial
struggles interpreting a sonifed response but was able to “visualize”
the graph through sonifcation within a few tries. She said:
The audio graph... I’d never used one before,
so I kind of struggled with that a little bit
because I wasn’t sure if the higher pitch
meant the bar was higher up in the graph or
not. But being able to visualize the graph
with this because of the sound was really
helpful. (S1)
Overall, our third result shows that sonifcation is a helpful
feature for screen-reader users to interact with data visualizations,
providing them with holistic information about data trends.
5.3.4 Data Summary is a Good Starting Point. In keeping with
fndings from prior work [69], our fourth fnding indicates that
screen-reader users frst seek to obtain a holistic overview of the
data, fnding a data summary to be a good starting point for visualization exploration. The summary mode of VoxLens enabled our
participants to quickly get a “general picture” of the data. S1 and
S4 expressed the benefts of VoxLens’ summary mode:
I thought the summary feature was really
great just to get, like, a general picture
and then diving deeper with the other
features to get a more detailed image in
my head about what the graphs look like. (S1)
So, um, the summary option was a good start
point to know, okay, what is, kind of, on
the graph. (S4)
Our fourth result indicates that VoxLens’ summary mode assisted screen-reader users to holistically explore the online data
visualizations, helping them in determining if they want to dig
deeper into the data.
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5.3.5 One-Size-Fits-All Is Not the Optimal Solution. To enhance
the usability of and interaction experience with VoxLens, our participants identifed the need to cater to the individual preferences
of the screen-reader users. For example, S3 recognized the need to
have multiple options to “play” with the sonifed response:
So I was just thinking maybe, you know,
that could be some sort of option or like
an alternate way to sonify it. Perhaps
having an option to do it as continuous
cause I noticed, like, they were all
discrete. ’Cause sometimes, you know, it’s
just preference or that could be something
that could add some usability. It’s just
some little things to maybe play with or to
maybe give an option or something. (S3)
Similarly, S4 was interested in VoxLens predicting what she was
going to ask using artifcial intelligence (A.I.). She said:
You know, I think that [VoxLens] would need
a lot more artificial intelligence. It could
be a lot [more] intuitive when it comes to
understanding what I’m going to ask. (S4)
Additionally, S2 suggested adding setting preferences for the
summary and the auditory sonifed output:
[Summary mode] could eventually become a
setting preference or something that can
be disabled. And you, as a screen-reader
user, could not control the speed of the
[sonification] to you. To go faster or to
go slower, even as a blind person, would be
[helpful]. (S2)
Our fndings indicate that a one-size-fts-all solution is not optimal and instead, a personalizable solution should be provided, a
notion supported by recent work in ability-based design [79]. We
are working to incorporate the feedback and suggestions from our
participants into VoxLens.

5.4

Subjective Workload Ratings

We used the NASA Task Load Index (TLX) [38] workload questionnaire to collect subjective ratings for VoxLens. The NASA-TLX
instrument asks participants to rate the workload of a task on six
scales: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, efort, and frustration. Each scale ranges from low (1)
to high (20). We further classifed the scale into four categories
for a score x: low (x < 6), somewhat low (6 ≤ x < 11), somewhat
high (11 ≤ x < 16), and high (16 ≤ x). Our results indicate that
VoxLens requires low physical- (M=3.4, SD=3.3) and temporal demand (M=5.7, SD=3.8), and has high perceived performance (M=5.6,
SD=5.6). Mental demand (M=7.8, SD=4.4), efort (M=9.9, SD=6.1),
and frustration (M=8.3, SD=6.6) were somewhat low.
Prior work [69], which is the source of our data for screen-reader
users who did not use VoxLens, did not conduct a NASA-TLX survey with their participants. Therefore, a direct workload comparison is not possible. However, the subjective ratings from our study
could serve as a control for comparisons in future work attempting
to make online visualizations accessible for screen-reader users.
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DISCUSSION

In this work, we created VoxLens, an interactive JavaScript plug-in
to make online data visualizations more accessible to screen-reader
users. This work has been guided by the recommendations and
fndings from prior work [69] that highlight the barriers screenreader users face in accessing the information contained in online
data visualizations. In creating VoxLens, we sought to improve
the accessibility of online data visualizations by making them discoverable and comprehensible to screen readers, and by enabling
screen-reader users to explore the data both holistically and in a
drilled-down manner. To achieve this, we designed three modes
of VoxLens: (1) Question-and-Answer mode; (2) Summary mode,
and (3) Sonifcation mode. Our task-based experiments show that
screen-reader users extracted information 122% more accurately
and spent 36% less time when interacting with online data visualizations using VoxLens than without. Additionally, we observed that
screen-reader users utilized VoxLens uniformly across all visualization libraries that were included in our experiments, irrespective
of the underlying implementations and accessibility measures of
the libraries, achieving a consistent interaction.

6.1

Simultaneous Improvement In Accuracy
and Interaction Times

efectiveness of voice-recognition technology. Additional investigation showed that to answer the questions in our experiment tasks,
screen-reader users utilized the Question-and-Answer mode 71.9%
of the time, compared to the Summary (22.5%) and Sonifcation
(5.5%) modes. Out of the 71.9% Question-and-Answer mode usage,
VoxLens accurately recognized and responded to commands 49.9%
of the time; 34% of the time VoxLens was unable to accurately parse
the speech input, and the remaining 16.1% of the time VoxLens
received commands that were not supported (e.g., “correlation coefcient”). VoxLens uses the Web Speech API [60] for recognizing
voice commands. While the Web Speech API is a great leap forward in terms of speech-input and text-to-speech output features
[60], it is still an experimental feature with limited performance of
about 70% accuracy [64]. Therefore, future work could evaluate the
performance of VoxLens with alternatives to the Web Speech API.

6.3

Qualitative Assessment of VoxLens

All six screen-reader users we interviewed expressed that VoxLens
signifcantly improved their current experiences with online data
visualizations. Participants showed their excitement about VoxLens
assisting them in “visualizing” the data and in extracting information from important visualizations, such as the ones portraying
COVID-19 statistics. Furthermore, some of our participants highlighted that VoxLens reduces the access gap between screen-readerand non-screen-reader users. For example, S4 mentioned that with
the help of VoxLens, she was able to “fnd out specifc pieces of information without having to read an entire page of text,” similar to how
a “sighted person” would interact with the graph. Additionally, our
participants found VoxLens “pretty easy,” “meaningful,” “smooth,”
and “intuitive,” without requiring a high mental demand.

Prior work [69] has reported that due to the inaccessibility of online
data visualizations, screen-reader users extract information 62% less
accurately than non-screen-reader users. We found that VoxLens
improved the accuracy of information extraction of screen-reader
users by 122%, reducing the information extraction gap between
the two user groups from 62% to 15%. However, in terms of interaction time, while VoxLens reduced the gap from 211% to 99%, the
diference is still statistically signifcant between non-screen-reader
and VoxLens users. Non-screen-reader users utilize their visual
system’s power to quickly recognize patterns and extrapolate information from graphs, such as overall trends and extrema [57]. In
contrast, screen-reader users rely on alternative techniques, such as
sonifcation, to understand data trends. However, hearing a sonifed
version of the data can be time-consuming, especially when the
data cardinality is large, contributing to the diference in the interaction times between the two user groups. Additionally, issuing a
voice command, pressing a key combination, and the duration of
the auditory response can also contribute to the observed diference. However, it is worth emphasizing that screen-reader users
who used VoxLens improved their interaction time by 36% while
also increasing their accuracy of extracted information by 122%. In
other words, VoxLens users became both faster and more accurate,
a fortunate outcome often hard to realize in human performance
studies due to speed-accuracy tradeofs.

Taking these fndings together, VoxLens is a response to the callto-action put forward by Marriott et al. [57] that asserts the need
to improve accessibility for disabled people disenfranchised by existing data visualizations and tools. VoxLens is an addition to the
tools and systems designed to make the Web an equitable place
for screen-reader users, aiming to bring their experiences on a par
with that of non-screen-reader users. Through efective advertisement, and by encouraging developers to integrate VoxLens into
the codebase of visualization libraries, we hope to broadly expand
the reach and impact of VoxLens. Additionally, through collecting
anonymous usage logs (VoxLens modes used, commands issued,
and responses issued) and feedback from users—a feature already
implemented in VoxLens—we aspire to continue improving the
usability and functionality of VoxLens for a diverse group of users.

6.2

7

Role of Voice-Recognition Technology

For screen-reader users who used VoxLens, 75% (N =141) of the
answers were correct and 11% (N =20) were incorrect. Our participants were unable to extract the answers from the remaining 15%
(N =28) of the questions. Further exploration revealed that among
the 25% (N =48) of the questions that were not answered correctly,
52% (N =25) involved symmetry comparison. Symmetry comparison
requires value retrieval of multiple data points and relies on the

6.4

VoxLens is a Response to Call-to-Action for
Inclusive Data Visualizations

LIMITATIONS & FUTURE WORK

At present, VoxLens is limited to two-dimensional data visualizations with a single series of data. Future work could study the
experiences of screen-reader users with n-dimensional data visualizations and multiple series of data, and extend the functionality of
VoxLens based on the fndings. Additionally, VoxLens is currently
only fully functional on Google Chrome, as the support for the
Web Speech API’s speech recognition is currently limited to Google

VoxLens

Chrome. Future work could consider alternatives to the Web Speech
API that ofer cross-browser support for speech recognition.
Our fndings showed that some of our participants preferred
to have the ability to control the speed, frequency, and waveform
of the sonifed response. Therefore, future work could extend the
functionality of VoxLens by connecting it to a centralized confguration management system, enabling screen-reader users to
specify their preferences. These preferences could then be used to
generate appropriate responses, catering to the individual needs of
screen-reader users.
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CONCLUSION

We presented VoxLens, a JavaScript plug-in that improves the accessibility of online data visualizations, enabling screen-reader users
to extract information using a multi-modal approach. In creating
VoxLens, we sought to address the challenges screen-reader users
face with online data visualizations by enabling them to extract
information both holistically and in a drilled-down manner, using
techniques and strategies that they prefer. Specifcally, VoxLens
provides three modes of interaction using speech and sonifcation:
Question-and-Answer mode, Summary mode, and Sonifcation mode.
To assess the performance of VoxLens, we conducted task-based
experiments and interviews with screen-reader users. VoxLens signifcantly improved the interaction experiences of screen-reader
users with online data visualizations, both in terms of accuracy
of extracted information and interaction time, compared to their
conventional interaction with online data visualizations. Our results also show that screen-reader users considered VoxLens to
be a “game-changer,” providing them with “exciting new ways” to
interact with online data visualizations and saving them time and
efort. We hope that by open-sourcing our code for VoxLens and
our sonifcation solution, our work will inspire developers and visualization creators to continually improve the accessibility of online
data visualizations. We also hope that our work will motivate and
guide future research in making data visualizations accessible.
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PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS
Gender

Age

Screen Reader

Vision-Loss Level

Diagnosis

P1

M

28

NVDA

Blind since birth, Complete blindness

Optic Nerve Hypoplasia

P2

M

61

JAWS

Complete blindness, Lost vision gradually

Optic Neuropathy

P3

M

48

JAWS

Complete blindness, Lost vision gradually

Leber Congenital Amaurosis

P4

F

29

NVDA

Blind since birth, Complete blindness

Optic Nerve Hypoplasia and
Glaucoma

P5

F

37

JAWS

Blind since birth, Complete blindness

Leber Congenital Amaurosis

P6

F

51

JAWS

Blind since birth, Complete blindness

Retinopathy of Prematurity

P7

M

58

JAWS

Complete blindness, Lost vision gradually

Glaucoma

P8

M

30

NVDA

Blind since birth, Complete blindness

Leber Congenital Amaurosis

P9

F

64

JAWS

Complete blindness, Lost vision gradually

Retinitis Pigmentosa

P10

F

68

Fusion

Lost vision gradually, Partial blindness

Stargaart’s Maculopathy

P11

F

73

JAWS

Complete blindness, Lost vision gradually

Retinitis Pigmentosa

P12

F

64

JAWS

Complete blindness, Lost vision gradually

Cataracts

P13

M

18

NVDA

Complete blindness

Brain Tumor

P14

M

36

JAWS

Blind since birth, Complete blindness

Leber Congenital Amaurosis

P15

M

25

NVDA

Lost vision gradually, Partial vision

Retinopathy of Prematurity
and Subsequent Cataracts

P16

M

42

JAWS

Blind since birth, Complete blindness

Microphthalmia

P17

M

68

JAWS

Complete blindness, Lost vision gradually

Detached Retinas

P18

F

31

NVDA

Blind since birth, Complete blindness

Retinopathy of Prematurity

P19

F

47

JAWS

Complete blindness, Lost vision gradually

Optic Neuropathy

P20

M

48

NVDA

Complete blindness, Lost vision gradually

Retinitis Pigmentosa

P21

M

43

NVDA

Complete blindness, Lost vision gradually

Retinitis Pigmentosa

P22

M

19

NVDA

Blind since birth, Complete blindness

Retinopathy of Prematurity

Table 6: Screen-reader participants, their gender identifcation, age, screen reader, vision-loss level, and diagnosis. Under the
Gender column, M = Male, F = Female, and N B = Non-binary.
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WIZARD-OF-OZ PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS
Gender

Age

Screen Reader

Vision-Loss Level

Diagnosis

W1

M

25

VoiceOver

Partial vision

Extremely low vision

W2

M

28

NVDA

Blind since birth

Optic Nerve Hypoplaxia

W3

M

23

VoiceOver

Blind since birth

Septo-optic Dysplasia

W4

F

26

JAWS

Blind since birth

Leber Congenital Amaurosis

W5

M

31

JAWS

Blind since birth

Retinopathy of Prematurity

Table 7: Screen-reader participants for the Wizard-of-Oz experiment, their gender identifcation, age, screen reader, vision-loss
level, and diagnosis. Under the Gender column, M = Male, F = Female, and N B = Non-binary.

C

INTERACTION TIME PER AGE RANGE

Both Groups

Without VoxLens

With VoxLens

Age Range

N

Mean

SD

N

Mean

SD

N

Mean

SD

18-19

3

62.5

30.5

1

96.8

-

2

45.3

9.4

20-29

9

40.6

28.0

6

63.7

20.3

3

50.8

7.9

30-39

10

44.2

23.1

7

60.6

16.5

3

43.9

4.5

40-49

15

67.5

78.7

10

106.7

93.1

5

59.8

14.9

50-59

7

47.6

27.3

5

79.1

19.2

2

63.3

3.0

60-69

11

64.8

33.6

6

76.8

33.7

5

55.2

10.8

> 70

2

127.0

127.4

1

217.1

-

1

60.1

-

Table 8: Summary results from 57 screen-reader participants with (N =21) and without (N =36) VoxLens showing the numerical
results for Interaction Time (IT), for each age range. N is the total number of participants for the given age range, Mean is the
average IT in seconds, and SD represents the standard deviation.

